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Solar Water Heating Background
The sun emits power to the earth, use that energy to heat water

- Passive solar heating (Dunlap)

How to increase the efficiency of water heating?

- Increase heat output
- Pout = mCΔT

- Maximizing heat absorption on the chamber
- Consider time and collector’s surface area

- Pin = S*A*t
- Our goal: to maximize the area that can receive solar energy 



Hypothesis: Torus-Shaped Chamber
- Increasing surface area to volume ratio of the chamber 

- Maximize the solar input on water → more reflective panels

- How to make a torus?

- Material: PVC and connectors



Hypothesis: Surface of the Chamber and Its Surrounding

1. Black spray-paint

2. Plastic wrap → help insulate the water chamber

3. Hole on the top for entry of water

4. PVC cement



Sketch



Materials/Total Budget
● PVC Pipe (1 inch)- 10ft

● PVC 45-degree connectors

● Aluminum Foil

● Rubber Stopper

● PVC Cement

● Plastic Wrap

● Packing Tape

Final Cost: $32.51



Assembling the Design
● PVC seal with pipe 

cement (prevent 
leaking)

● A hole was drilled for 
rubber stopper to fill 
water chamber

● Painted black to absorb 
heat
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Method for data collection
- 3 sets of data
- Sunny days- 10 am- 3 pm
- Trials on separate days, but both were tested
- Uniform measurements- 1 liter (0.5 liters for 4 Patriots)
- Process



Results
● Trial 1: Measured between 10:30a and 12:30p on October 24th

4Patriot Our Prototype 

Starting Time 12:06p 10:44a

Ending Time 12:36p 11:44a

Delta(time) in minutes 30 60

Change in Temp (C) 2.3 9 

Our Efficiency: 3.2 %
4Patriots Efficiency:  26 %



Results Continued
● Trial 2: Measured between 11:45a and 12:35p on October 27th

Our Efficiency: 6.0 %
4Patriots Efficiency:  31 %



Results Continued
● Trial 3: Measured between 12:52a and 1:32p on October 28th

4Patriot Our Prototype 

Delta(time) in minutes 40 40

Change in Temp (C) 8.2 10.7

Our Efficiency: 3.6 %
4Patriots Efficiency:  38 %

Although it was faster at heating the water, our design is not more efficient



Discussion
- Less efficient than predicted

- Larger surface area 
- Lack of insulation

- What are confounders/ experimental errors?
- The comparisons between kettles may not be the most accurate due to the fact that they 

were not tested under the exact same conditions. 
- First Trial: sunny for original design few clouds, more clouds appeared during 

4Patriots collection
- Mechanical errors with the temperature sensor between trials
- Human error- lack of uniformity in set up



Possible Improvements; Moving Forward
- Lack of insulation

- Add saran wrap over top of kettle to hold heat inside whole collector, not just tubes
- Lack of portability

- Increase diameter of pipes, therefore decreasing overall size of the octagon



Conclusion 
● We ended up only considering heating the water faster to increase 

efficiency.
● The two factors of increasing the surface area per volume and adding 

more reflective surfaces helped heat the water faster than the 4Patriots 
kettle.

● But considering the other variables, our kettle is NOT more efficient than 
the 4Patriots.
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